3° TRASMISSIONE ore 20 inglese
(inglese) Welcome back, it’s at 8pm, and we are in Rocca di Papa in Italy. We are following all the
relays that are finishing the turn of the world.
(italiano) Our Asian friends are already sleeping, while in some European squares the athletes are
concluding the events with concerts and public involvement,
(Portuguese) while instead the kids in the American continent are preparing to start.
(Italiano) Here, from north to south, across 6 hr. time zones, 97 relays are about to kick off.
Now, with some pictures, we are tracing together the main stages of the relays done up to now:
IMMAGINI
(spagnolo) The events started from Wellington, New Zealand, then moved to Australia, Philippines,
China, India, Pakistan ... (PHOTO)
(italiano) There are four relays in Middle East: Egypt, Jordan, Greece, and in the Holy Land. They
will run tomorrow, Sunday, May 13, to allow also Jewish youth to participate.
In Europe there are more than 80 relays. Run4Unity in Europe was held in joint with Together for
Europe, the manifestations of various Christian movements and associations that want to promote
peace and brotherhood in the European continent.
If you have not seen direct from Brussels at 5pm, you can download it from our site, I remember
you this site: www.run4unity.net
(inglese) Here in Europe, we are testimonies of some emotional news: there’s a R4U in North
Ireland, a place that suffered for many years because of divisions. The event is taking place in front
of the Parliament building where the peace agreement was signed. The Teens for Unity of the
whole Ireland are running together and this act itself marks a great sign of unity and peace.
(portoghese) And there, they really built a bridge, and those who were on the bridge actually ran
on it: at Manaus on a beautiful bridge on Rio Negro was newly opened to connect some localities
of Ammazionia with the capital of the State.
(spagnolo) And in South America, as well as in my country, Asuncion in Paraguay, the relay was
already done.
VIDEO
(italiano) And now let’s pass on to Mexico, to Acatzingo, where the Teens for Unity, after
numerous episodes of violence, have decided to do a march for peace.
VIDEO

(italiano) Thank you for the wonderful news. And it’s not yet complete. We also tried to find out
which among the relays, reached the records, right Davide?
Yes Riccardo. Trelew in Argentina in the heart of Patagonia holds the record of most southern
relay done. The Teens for Unity took the benches of the central park as their targets and they
repainted them writing positive messages on each bench, leaving an indelible sign in the city.
(spagnolo) Mexico City has the highest record bracket of the relay: 2300 meters above sea level
and also because it is one of the most original: Will conclude with a feast to all mothers celebrating
mothers day which is tomorrow.
(italiano) A record of the relay among the historical landmarks goes to the mosque
of Malcolm Shabazz in Harlem, New York, a historical place where Chiara Lubich encounter
WD Mohammed, imam of the African American community. The 15 th anniversary of the pact of
brotherhood made between the two. It concludes with a relay going to the West, in Vancouver,
Canada, which is also the last edition of 2012 Run4unity. The turnover will be made by the
mayor, in the park which surrounds the lake Lafarge, and here the 6 YES will be featured in the
twelve stages of the path.
(portoghese) We are almost at the end of our relay of Unity around the world. Run4unity is
finished after hitting many places in this world.
(italiano) Run4unity concluded for today, but we go ahead together bringing the peace and unity
that we have experienced today all over the world.
(inglese) Thank you for all the news which keeps us updated, minute by minute, on what’s
happening today all over the world.
(italiano) Run4unityTV is a project that will continue, it is a worldwide project, which we want to
continue to keep us in touch.
(portoghese) continuamos en contacto
(spagnolo) tengamos conectados
(inglese) let’s keep in touch
Ciao everybody!!!

